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Abstract: The sailing efficiency of an underwater glider, an important type of marine environment
detection and data collection equipment, directly affects its range and duration. The zero-angle-
of-attack gliding can be achieved by adjusting the wing installation angle to minimize the drag
and improve the sailing efficiency, and thus further improving performance of the glider. This
paper first presents the dynamic characteristics of a hybrid-driven underwater glider with a certain
wing installation angle when it is sailing at zero angle of attack in buoyancy-driven mode and
hybrid-driven mode. In buoyancy-driven mode, with a given wing installation angle, the glider can
achieve zero-angle-of-attack gliding only at a specific glide angle. In hybrid-driven mode, due to
the use of a propulsion system, the specific glide angle that allows the zero-angle-of-attack gliding
in buoyancy-driven mode is expanded to a glide angle range bounded by zero degrees. Then, the
energy consumption per meter is introduced as an indicator of sailing efficiency, and the effects
of glide angle and wing installation angle on sailing efficiency of the zero-angle-of-attack glider
in two driving modes are studied under the conditions of given net buoyancy and given speed,
respectively. Accordingly, the optimal wing installation angle for maximizing the sailing efficiency is
proposed. Theoretical analysis shows that the sailing efficiency of a zero-angle-of-attack glider can
be higher than that of a traditional glider. Considering the requirements of different measurement
tasks, a higher sailing efficiency can be achieved by setting reasonable parameters and selecting the
appropriate driving mode.

Keywords: underwater glider; sailing efficiency; wing installation angle; energy consumption per
meter; glide angle

1. Introduction

Since the concept of an underwater glider was proposed [1], various gliders have
been developed globally, and researches on the theory and technology of gliders have been
promoted greatly. At present, many underwater gliders have been applied in oceanographic
research and coastal survey, among which Slocum [2], Spray [3], and Seaglider [4] are widely
recognized. In addition, the diversified novel gliders, including XRay with a high lift-to-
drag ratio profile [5], Deepglider with working depth up to 6000 m [6], LUNA disk-type
underwater glider for virtual mooring [7], and SeaExplorer with hybrid-driven mode [8],
continuously improve and expand the working scope and ability of underwater vehicles.

As is known to all, the drag of a glider has a direct impact on its sailing efficiency.
Since the hull of the traditional glider has an inefficient lift surface with low lift-to-drag
ratio, it provides far less lift than wings, but its drag accounts for most of the total drag [3,9].
In order to obtain a higher lift-to-drag ratio, the traditional glider with fixed symmetrical
wings has to sail at a larger angle of attack, which leads to increased hull drag and reduced
economy. Therefore, considering the advantage of higher lift-to-drag ratio of the wing, the
angle of attack of the hull can be reduced by designing wings with a certain installation
angle, so as to reduce the proportion of hull drag in the total drag and improve the sailing
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efficiency. When diving, the glider changes the wing installation angle to achieve positive
lift. Accordingly, when ascending, it adjusts the wing installation angle to achieve an
opposite configuration of the wings. Graver [9] proposed that the hull of the glider can
be kept at zero angle of attack by adjusting the wing installation angle to minimize the
drag. Chen et al. [10] analyzed the motion characteristics of the hybrid-driven glider in
AUV mode, and the simulation results show that the hybrid-driven glider will experience
a much lower drag and obtain a higher glide speed in zero angle of attack and neutral
buoyancy case. In short, it is an effective way to improve the sailing efficiency of the glider
by using the wing with a certain installation angle to achieve zero angle of attack.

In addition, Bachmayer et al. [11] proposed a hybrid-driven glider that integrates AUV
technology, which has better maneuverability and mission diversity. The Autosub Long
Range AUV [12] overcomes the effects of the net positive buoyancy at low speed with
wings, so as to achieve a long range. MBARI’s Tethys [13,14] uses a propeller that allows
level flight and a variable speed range of 0.5–1.2 m/s, and the high-endurance operations
can be achieved by integrating variable buoyancy devices. Driven by variable buoyancy
system and propulsion system, the glider can sail in both buoyancy-driven mode and
hybrid-driven mode. In hybrid-driven mode, the propulsion system is turned on, and the
glider is jointly driven by thrust and net buoyancy. In this way, the glider with a certain
wing installation angle can realize the profile motion and the horizontal flight motion
at zero angle of attack. The conceptual design of the zero-angle-of-attack glider with a
certain wing installation angle and its motion modes in the vertical plane are shown in
Figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 2. The motion modes of the zero-angle-of-attack glider in the vertical plane.

However, the following issues still need to be solved: how to realize zero-angle-
of-attack gliding with different driving modes, how to determine the appropriate wing
installation angle to obtain a higher sailing efficiency, whether the introduction of a propul-
sion system will bring about the reduction of economy, and how to compare the sailing
efficiency of a zero-angle-of-attack glider with that of a traditional glider. In view of this,
this paper mainly studies the sailing efficiency of zero-angle-of-attack gliders and a theoret-
ical analysis thereof is presented, which is helpful to the overall design and improves the
applicability of gliders.
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The paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, the relationship among net buoyancy,
thrust, wing installation angle, glide angle, and glide speed is studied by establishing
the force balance equations at zero angle of attack in a steady gliding state. The glide
angle ranges of the glider sailing at zero angle of attack in buoyancy-driven mode and
hybrid-driven mode are obtained, respectively. In Section 3, the energy consumption per
meter of horizontal transit is introduced as an indicator of sailing efficiency, and the energy
consumption model is established and analyzed under given net buoyancy and glide speed,
respectively. The conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2. Glide Angle Range of the Zero-Angle-of-Attack Glider in Different Driving Modes

Theoretical analysis shows that the glider can only realize zero-angle-of-attack gliding
within a specific glide angle range decided by the wing installation angle. Since the upward
and downward gliding processes are symmetrical, this paper studies the downward process
in a steady gliding state only. Definitions of the variables are shown in the Appendix A at
the end of the paper.

2.1. The Glide Angle Range in Buoyancy-Driven Mode

In buoyancy-driven mode, the net buoyancy is the only driving force, and the propul-
sion system is turned off. Figure 3 shows the force diagram of the glider diving at zero angle
of attack in buoyancy-driven mode. The glide angle ξ is negative during the downward
process. Since the net buoyancy is negative in the diving process, the configuration of
the wings should be adjusted to achieve force balance and the wing installation angle αw
should be no more than π

2 , as shown in Figure 3.
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The force balance equations can be obtained through force analysis

L sin ξ + D cos ξ = 0 (1)

L cos ξ − D sin ξ − B = 0 (2)

From Equations (1) and (2), we have

D = −B sin ξ (3)

L = B cos ξ (4)

Given that the glider usually sails in a steady state at a low glide speed, the lift and
drag of the glider are mainly composed of the wing part and the hull part. Since the glider
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studied in this paper keeps gliding at zero angle of attack, the drag and lift of the two parts
can be written, according to the study of Graver [9] and Jenkins et al. [15], as follows:

Dw = 1
2 ρSw

(
Cd0_wing + Cα

d_wingαw
2
)

V2

Lw = 1
2 ρSwCα

l_wingαwV2

Dh = 1
2 ρShCd0_hullV2

Lh = 0

(5)

The four hydrodynamic coefficients Cd0_hull , Cd0_wing, Cα
d_wing, and Cα

l_wing can be
obtained through simulation or experiment and are independent of the wing installation
angle αw.

Considering the coupling between the wings and the hull, a lift correction factor κL is
introduced and the lift of the zero-angle-of-attack glider is:

L = κLLw =
1
2

ρSwκLCα
l_wingαwV2 (6)

Accordingly, we regard the drag of other parts, such as tail and propeller, as an
increment of Dh and introduce a drag correction factor κD, then the overall drag acting on
the zero-angle-of-attack glider can be written as:

D = Dw + κDDh =
1
2

ρSw

(
Cd0_wing + Cα

d_wingαw
2
)

V2 +
1
2

ρShκDCd0_hullV2 (7)

The correction factors κL and κD are related to shape of the glider, which can be
obtained through simulation or experiment [16,17].

Then, by combining Equations (3)–(7), the glide angle in buoyancy-driven mode can
be obtained:

ξbuo = −arctan
X + Yαw

2

Zαw
(8)

where 
X = SwCd0_wing + ShκDCd0_hull
Y = SwCα

d_wing
Z = SwκLCα

l_wing

(9)

X, Y, and Z are shape-related parameters, which are greater than zero.
It can be seen from Equation (8) that for a given wing installation angle, the glider

can achieve zero-angle-of-attack gliding only at a specific glide angle in buoyancy-driven
mode. Furthermore, the glide angle range obtained by adjusting the wing installation angle
cannot fully cover the whole area of

(
−π

2 , 0
]
.

In order to solve the glide angle range in buoyancy-driven mode, Equation (8) is used
to obtain the limit glide angle by means of derivation. Let f (αw) = −X+Yαw

2

Zαw
, and the

partial derivative of αw is determined:
αw ∈

(
0,
√

X
Y

)
, f ′αw(αw) > 0

αw ∈
(√

X
Y , π

2

)
, f ′αw(αw) < 0

(10)

As the wing installation angle αw increases, the glide angle ξbuo increases first and

then decreases. When aw =
√

X
Y , the limit glide angle in buoyancy-driven mode can

be obtained:

ξbuo_lim = −arctan
2
√

XY
Z

(11)

It can be seen from Equation (11) that the limit glide angle ξbuo_lim is only related to
parameters X, Y, and Z.
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Therefore, in buoyancy-driven mode, the glider can sail at zero angle of attack
within the glide range of

(
−π

2 , ξbuo_lim
]

with different wing installation angles. As shown
in Figure 4, the wing installation angles of the glider are αw1, αw2, and αw3, and let

0 < αw3 < αw2 < αw1 <
√

X
Y . The corresponding glide angles in buoyancy-driven

mode are recorded as ξbuo_1, ξbuo_2, and ξbuo_3, respectively. According to Equation (10), we
have −π

2 < ξbuo_3 < ξbuo_2 < ξbuo_1 < ξbuo_lim.
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In addition, at any glide angle in the orange area in Figure 4, the glider can realize
zero-angle-of-attack gliding with two wing installation angles, among which the smaller
one should be selected to obtain a lower drag. The theoretical value range of the wing
installation angle should be:

αw ∈
(

0,

√
X
Y

]
(12)

Furthermore, the glide speed in buoyancy-driven mode can be obtained by Equations
(4) and (6):

Vbuo =

√
2B cos ξbuo

ρZαw
(13)

2.2. The Glide Angle Range in Hybrid-Driven Mode

In hybrid-driven mode, the propulsion system is turned on, and the glider is jointly
driven by thrust and net buoyancy. Similar to Figure 3, Figure 5 shows the force diagram of
the glider diving at zero angle of attack in hybrid-driven mode.
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The force balance equations can be obtained through force analysis

L sin ξ + D cos ξ − T cos ξ = 0 (14)
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L cos ξ − D sin ξ − B + T sin ξ = 0 (15)

From Equations (14) and (15), we have:

D = T − B sin ξ (16)

L = B cos ξ (17)

The glide speed in hybrid-driven mode can be obtained by Equations (5), (9), and (17):

Vhybrid =

√
2B cos ξ

ρZαw
(18)

Combine Equations (5), (9), (16), and (18) to obtain the thrust in hybrid-driven mode:

T = D + B sin ξ =
B cos ξ

(
X + Yαw

2)
Zαw

+ B sin ξ (19)

As analyzed in Section 2.1, for a given wing installation angle αw, the glider can realize
zero-angle-of-attack gliding in buoyancy-driven mode at the glide angle of −arctan X+Yαw

2

Zαw
.

When the propulsion system is turned on, the zero-angle-of-attack glider switches to hybrid-
driven mode. At this time, T > 0 and ξ > −arctan X+Yαw

2

Zαw
can be obtained according to

Equation (19). That is to say, the glide angle range
(
−arctan X+Yαw

2

Zαw
, 0
]

in hybrid-driven
mode can be achieved by adjusting the thrust. The lower limit of this glide angle range is
exactly the specific glide angle mentioned above that allows the glider to achieve zero angle
of attack in buoyancy-driven mode. In hybrid-driven mode, due to the use of a propulsion
system, the specific glide angle in buoyancy-driven mode is expanded to a glide angle
range bounded by zero degrees.

In summary, for a given wing installation angle αw, the available glide angle range to
achieve zero angle of attack is:

ξ ∈
[
−arctan

X + Yαw
2

Zαw
, 0
]

(20)

Besides, by combining Equations (10) and (20), we can see that the available glide
angle range is larger with a smaller wing installation angle. As shown in Figure 6, when the

zero-angle-of-attack glider sails in buoyancy-driven mode, let 0 < αw3 < αw2 < αw1 <
√

X
Y ,

and we can get −π
2 < ξbuo_3 < ξbuo_2 < ξbuo_1 < ξbuo_lim according to Equation (10). By

turning on the propulsion system, the glider switches to hybrid-driven mode and can
achieve zero angle of attack in the glide angle ranges of (ξbuo_1, 0], (ξbuo_2, 0], and (ξbuo_3, 0],
as indicated by the blue areas of Figure 6b–d. When the wing installation angle approaches
zero, the glider can sail at zero angle of attack in hybrid-driven mode in the glide angle
range of

(
−π

2 , 0
]
, as indicated by the blue area of Figure 6e.

For a given wing installation angle, the propulsion system does additional work in
hybrid-driven mode, but the zero-angle-of-attack glider sails at a shallower glide angle and
travels a longer horizontal distance in a single profile than in buoyancy-driven mode. The
sailing efficiency in two driving modes will be compared in Section 3.
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Figure 6. The glide angle ranges with different wing installation angles in two driving modes. (a)

When aw =
√

X
Y , the corresponding glide angle in buoyancy-driven mode is the limit glide angle

ξbuo_lim, (b–d) When the wing installation angles of the glider are aw1, aw2, and aw3, the corresponding
glide angle in buoyancy-driven mode are ξbuo_1, ξbuo_2, and ξbuo_3, respectively and (e) When the
wing installation angle approaches zero, the corresponding glide angle in buoyancy-driven mode is
approaches −π

2 .

2.3. The Glide Angle Range of the Zero-Angle-of-Attack Glider

According to the above analysis, the glider can sail at zero angle of attack in both
buoyancy-driven mode and hybrid-driven mode in the glide angle range of

(
−π

2 , ξbuo_lim
]

by changing the wing installation angle, as indicated by the brown area in Figure 7. How-
ever, when ξ ∈ (ξbuo_lim, 0], zero-angle-of-attack gliding can only be achieved in hybrid-
driven mode, no matter how the wing installation angle is changed. It is worth noting that,
according to Equations (10) and (20), the wing installation angle of the zero-angle-of-attack
glider in buoyancy-driven mode is larger than that in hybrid-driven mode for any glide
angle in the brown area.
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3. Energy Consumption per Meter and Sailing Efficiency
3.1. Energy Consumption Model eB − ξ − αw

In order to establish the relationship among sailing efficiency and dynamic parameters,
energy consumption per meter is introduced as an indicator of sailing efficiency [9,18].

The schematic diagram of the glider’s profile motion in the vertical plane is shown in
Figure 8.
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The horizontal distance of one profile is:

S = −2H cot ξ (21)

The time of the downward process is:

t =
−H

V sin ξ
(22)

The work done by thrust T of the propulsion system during the downward process
can be calculated by combining Equations (19) and (22).

W =
TV
η1

t =
−HT

η1 sin ξ
= −BH

η1

((
X + Yαw

2
)cot ξ

Zαw
+ 1
)

(23)

For the variable buoyancy system, ignore the extra energy consumption caused by the
thermocline as well as the buoyancy loss caused by the change of seawater density and
compression ratios of the hull, and then the buoyancy volume change at the low point of
the profile can be computed:

∆VL =
2B
ρg

(24)

Then, the energy consumption of the variable buoyancy system can be expressed as:

Wbuo =
ρgH∆VL

η2
=

2BH
η2

(25)

Furthermore, the wing actuator only operates twice in a single profile and its energy
consumption is greatly smaller than that of variable buoyancy system and propulsion
system. In this regard, the paper does an approximate treatment and ignores the energy
loss of the wing actuator.

According to Equations (21), (23), and (25), the energy consumption per meter of the
zero-angle-of-attack glider eB can be calculated:

eB =
2W + Wbuo

S
= B

(
X + Yαw

2)η2 + (η2 − η1)Zαw tan ξ

η1η2Zαw
(26)
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Equation (26) contains the net buoyancy term, which is introduced as the energy
consumption model eB − ξ − αw. We can see that under given net buoyancy, ξ and αw
determine the value of eB. The larger the eB is, the lower the sailing efficiency will be.

3.1.1. Discussion on the Efficiency of Two Driving Systems

Equation (26) contains both the efficiency of the propulsion system η1 and the effi-
ciency of the variable buoyancy system η2. The efficiency of the propulsion system is the
ratio of the power for overcoming drag to the electrical input power [19], as shown in
Equation (27):

η1 =
DV
U1 I1

=
TVA(1− τ)

U1 I1(1− w)
(27)

The efficiency of the propulsion system mainly depends on the efficiency of propeller
and dynamic seal. According to the propeller theory, it is easier to obtain a higher efficiency
by adopting a two-blade open water propeller with a large diameter, whose efficiency can
reach over 70%. Examples can be found in the Kongsberg Hugin 1000 AUV and the ISE
Explorer AUV. In addition, the ducted propeller has a larger thrust at a low speed, but its
efficiency is generally significantly lower than that of an open water propeller, making it
suitable for situations with external power supply and heavy loads, such as ROV (remote
operated vehicle).

As for the dynamic seal, there are three common ways: pressure compensation seal, O-
ring seal, and magnetic coupling seal. The pressure compensation seal uses a compensator
to balance outer pressure, and the viscous losses significantly reduce the efficiency, so it
is generally used for a deep-sea propulsion system. The O-ring seal requires a simple
structure, but the friction between the O-ring and the shaft consumes a lot of power under
the deep water pressure, so it is suitable for application in shallow water within a few
hundred meters. The magnetic coupling seal has a more complex structure and a larger
self-weight, but it has a high reliability and the efficiency is not affected by the working
depth. The MBARI’s Tethys adopts a two-blade open water propeller and a magnetic
coupling seal, and the measured efficiency and expected efficiency of its propulsion system
are 49% and 53%, respectively [14]. The Autosub Long Range AUV adopts a single-blade
open water propeller and a magnetic coupling seal, whose working depth and propulsion
efficiency are 6000 m and 38%, respectively [12].

Accordingly, the efficiency of the variable buoyancy system η2 mainly depends on
the efficiency of the pump, which overcomes outer pressure to discharge oil and causes
the volume change of the bladder, thus generating net buoyancy. It is the ratio of the
mechanical output power (pressure times rate of volume change) to the electrical input
power [4], as shown in Equation (28):

η2 =
ρgH∆VL/toil

U2 I2
=

2BH/toil
U2 I2

(28)

The actual efficiency of the variable buoyancy system for a glider is 50% at depth [20].
Such efficiency for Spray and Seaglider is 40% at 1000 dbar, and that for Slocum Battery is
50% [21]. As analyzed above, with a reasonable design, the propulsion system can obtain
an efficiency equivalent to that of the variable buoyancy system. Furlong et al. [22] also
pointed out that the efficiency of the propulsion system composed of electric motors and
propellers can be comparable with that of variable buoyancy system.

Furthermore, in cases that require a horizontal translation only, the energy needed
to propel a traditional neutrally-buoyant AUV will be less than the energy consumed
by the variable buoyancy system for the glider with a zigzag course to travel the same
voyage [23]. Taking Slocum glider as an example, Hockley and Butka [24] compared the
energy consumption of the glider driven by the variable buoyancy system with the propul-
sion system to achieve the same profile. The result shows that the energy consumption
of the glider driven by the propulsion system is only 82% of that driven by the variable
buoyancy system.
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In brief, it is easier to achieve lower energy consumption and higher efficiency by
using a propulsion system than a variable buoyancy system. In other words, as long as
a reasonable design is adopted, the propulsion system will have an advantage over the
variable buoyancy system in terms of efficiency, that is, η1 > η2.

3.1.2. The Influence of Wing Installation Angle on eB under Given Net Buoyancy

In order to study how the wing installation angle affects eB, the partial derivative of
Equation (26) with respect to αw is obtained:

e′B_αw
=

B
(
Yα2

w − X
)

η1Zα2
w

(29)

It achieves: 
αw ∈

(
0,
√

X
Y

)
, e′B_αw

< 0

αw ∈
(√

X
Y , π

2

)
, e′B_αw

> 0
(30)

According to Equation (30), there exists an optimal installation angle αopt which
minimizes eB, as:

αopt =

√
X
Y

(31)

The optimal installation angle αopt is determined by intermediate values X and Y only,
independent of glide angle, net buoyancy, and glide speed. According to Equation (12),
αopt is just the upper limit of the theoretical value range of wing installation angle.

As analyzed in Section 2.3, for a glide angle that can be used in both modes to achieve
zero angle of attack, the corresponding wing installation angle in buoyancy-driven mode is
larger than that in hybrid-driven mode. Therefore, according to Equations (12) and (30),
the zero-angle-of-attack glider has a higher sailing efficiency in buoyancy-driven mode
than in hybrid-driven mode under given net buoyancy at the same glide angle.

In summary, at the same glide angle, according to Equations (13), (18), and (19), the
zero-angle-of-attack glider with given net buoyancy can obtain a wider speed range in
hybrid-driven mode than in buoyancy-driven mode by adjusting the wing installation angle
and thrust, which better meets certain mission requirements, such as in dealing with the
current. However, if there is a demand for lower energy consumption and a higher sailing
efficiency, the propulsion system can be turned off, and the zero-angle-of-attack glider can
adopt the buoyancy-driven mode at the same glide angle by adjusting the wing installation
angle. Furthermore, the buoyancy-driven mode of the glider with given net buoyancy
can be used to avoid the influence of propulsion noise when acoustic sensors are onboard.
Appropriate driving mode should be adopted considering the specific measurement task.

3.1.3. The Influence of Glide Angle on eB under Given Net Buoyancy

According to Equation (26), the partial derivative of glide angle ξ is obtained:

e′B_ξ =
B(η2 − η1) sec2 ξ

η1η2
(32)

Combined with the analysis of Section 3.1.1, since η1 > η2, then e′B_ξ < 0. As men-
tioned in Section 2.2, when the wing installation angle remains unchanged, such as keeping
at the optimal installation angle, eB decreases with |ξ| under given net buoyancy. That is
to say, compared with the situation in buoyancy-driven mode, the zero-angle-of-attack
glider in hybrid-driven mode has a higher sailing efficiency in this situation, although the
propulsion system is turned on, since the increased horizontal range will compensate for
the additional energy cost.

For a better understanding, the paper introduces a glider model with traditional layout
to illustrate the above analysis [25]. The diameter of the model is 0.2 m and the hull length
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is 1.5 m. The wings have a NACA0009 airfoil with a chord length of 0.25 m and a wingspan
of 1.5 m. The efficiency of the propulsion system η1 is set to 40%, and the efficiency of the
variable buoyancy system η2 is set to 35%, both of which are obtained experimentally. The
net buoyancy is set to 3 N, 5 N, and 7 N as reference and the relevant parameters are:

Cα
l_wing = 0.0710075

Cα
d_wing = 0.00030777

Cd0_hull = 0.1009
Cd0_wing = 0.01826
Sw = 0.325
Sh = 0.0314
κL = 1.12407
κD = 1.0

(33)

The eB − ξ − αw relationship under given net buoyancy can be obtained by combining
Equations (9), (26), and (33), as indicated by the area enclosed by points a, b, c, and d in
Figure 9. The green line denotes the eB − ξ − αw relationship in buoyancy-driven mode,
and the rest of the area shows the eB − ξ − αw relationship in hybrid-driven mode. It can be
seen that the overall efficiency change under different control quantities is the same. The
zero-angle-of-attack glider shares a same optimal installation angle for minimizing energy
consumption per meter in the two driving modes, as indicated by the red line. When
sharing a same wing installation angle, the zero-angle-of-attack glider has a lower value
of energy consumption per meter in hybrid-driven mode than in buoyancy-driven mode,
while the contrary is the case when sharing a same glide angle. These are consistent with
the theoretical analysis above.
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3.2. Energy Consumption Model eV − ξ − αw

If hotel loads and time-based costs dominate the cost of task, the fastest glide possible
is desirable [9]. High glide speed could also be important for applications in areas with
high currents, such as littoral areas. Therefore, in addition to the net buoyancy, the glide
speed is also a common design condition to be given previously. This section studies the
energy consumption model eV − ξ − αw under given speed.

By combining Equations (13) and (18), the required net buoyancy under given speed is:

B =
ρZαwV2

2 cos ξ
(34)
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The thrust can be obtained by substituting Equation (34) into Equation (19):

T =
(

Yαw
2 + Zαw tan ξ + X

)ρV2

2
(35)

Then, the energy consumption per meter of the zero-angle-of-attack glider eV can be
calculated by combining Equations (26) and (34):

eV =

(
X + Yαw

2)η2 + (η2 − η1)Zαw tan ξ

2 cos ξη1η2
ρV2 (36)

Equation (36) contains the speed term, which is introduced as the energy consumption
model eV − ξ − αw.

3.2.1. The Influence of Wing Installation Angle on eV under Given Speed

To explore the influence of wing installation angle on eV , the partial derivative of
Equation (36) with respect to αw is obtained:

e′V_αw
=

ρV2 sec ξ(2αwYη2 − (η1 − η2)Z tan ξ)

2η1η2
(37)

Since η1 > η2, e′V_αw
> 0, at the same glide angle, eV decreases with αw under given

speed, different from the situation under given net buoyancy analyzed in Section 3.1.2.
That is, the zero-angle-of-attack glider has a higher sailing efficiency in hybrid-driven mode
than in buoyancy-driven mode under given speed at the same glide angle.

It is worth noting that under given net buoyancy, the wing installation angle must
always be greater than zero to produce a lift that balances the net buoyancy. If the wing
installation angle is set to zero, it is the same case as the traditional glider. Due to the
existence of net buoyancy, the traditional glider cannot achieve zero-angle-of-attack gliding.
In particular, if the net buoyancy is exactly zero at a given speed, according to Equation
(34), the wing installation angle is zero. At this time, only the propulsion system works
and the zero-angle-of-attack glider switches to a propulsion mode similar to that of AUV
(autonomous underwater vehicle). According to Equations (36) and (37), when the wing
installation angle is zero, the energy consumption per meter is the minimum, as shown in
Equation (38):

epropulsion =
ρXV2

2η1 cos ξ
(38)

That is to say, under given speed, compared with the situation in buoyancy-driven
mode and hybrid-driven mode, the zero-angle-of-attack glider has the highest sailing
efficiency in propulsion mode when sailing at the same glide angle.

3.2.2. The Influence of Glide Angle on eV under Given Speed

According to Equation (36), the partial derivative of glide angle ξ is obtained:

e′V_ξ =
ρV2 sec3 ξ

(
Zαw(η2 − η1)(3− cos 2ξ) +

(
X + Yα2

w
)
η2 sin 2ξ

)
4η1η2

(39)

Since η1 > η2, e′V_ξ < 0, similar to the analysis in Section 3.1.3, when the wing
installation angle remains unchanged, the zero-angle-of-attack glider has a higher sailing
efficiency in hybrid-driven mode than in buoyancy-driven mode under given speed.

The eV − ξ − αw relationship can be obtained by combining Equations (9), (33), and
(36), as indicated by the area enclosed by points a, b, c, and d in Figure 10. The glide
speed is set to 0.25 m/s, 0.5 m/s, and 0.75 m/s as reference. The green line denotes the
eV − ξ − αw relationship in buoyancy-driven mode, and the rest of the area shows the
eV − ξ − αw relationship in hybrid-driven mode. The wing installation angle corresponding
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to the red line is the upper limit of the theoretical value range of the wing installation angle.
It can be seen that different from the situation under given net buoyancy, the zero-angle-of-
attack glider has a higher sailing efficiency in hybrid-driven mode than in buoyancy-driven
mode at a given speed, whether the glider keeps the same glide angle or the same wing
installation angle. Under given net buoyancy, the zero-angle-of-attack glider has the highest

sailing efficiency at the wing installation angle
√

X
Y , regardless of the buoyancy-driven

mode or the hybrid-driven mode. On the contrary, at a given speed, the glider has the

lowest sailing efficiency at the wing installation angle
√

X
Y . The sailing efficiency of the

glider in propulsion mode is the highest in this situation, which is consistent with the
analysis in Section 3.2.1. Considering the requirements of different measurement tasks, a
higher sailing efficiency can be achieved by setting reasonable parameters and selecting the
appropriate driving mode.
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3.3. Summary and Discussion

As mentioned above, the modes that make a higher sailing efficiency in different
conditions can be summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. The modes that make a higher sailing efficiency in different conditions.

Condition Given Net Buoyancy B Given Glide Speed V

Given glide angle ξ Buoyancy-driven mode Propulsion mode
Given wing installation angle αw Hybrid-driven mode Hybrid-driven mode

As is known, the traditional glider relies only on the variable buoyancy system to
change its buoyancy, and realizes the profile gliding motion with the attitude adjustment
device. It is impossible for the traditional glider to glide at zero angle of attack with
net buoyancy due to the symmetrical wing without installation angle. According to
Equations (21) and (25), the energy consumption per meter of traditional glider etraditional
can be calculated:

etraditional =
Wbuo

S
= − B

η2 cot ξ
(40)

Under the same net buoyancy, the zero-angle-of-attack glider in buoyancy-driven
mode has the same sailing efficiency as the traditional glider when sailing at a same glide
angle, which can be seen from the comparison between Equations (26) and (40). However,
the former has lower drag and higher glide speed. Since the net buoyancy has already met
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the requirement of zero-angle-of-attack gliding at the given glide angle, the propulsion
system of the zero-angle-of-attack glider will do additional work when the glider switches
to hybrid-driven mode by adjusting the wing installation angle and maintains the given
glide angle. This further leads to the lower sailing efficiency but higher speed compared
with the traditional glider.

Accordingly, with a same given glide speed, the zero-angle-of-attack glider in buoyancy-
driven mode has a higher sailing efficiency than the traditional glider when sailing at a
same glide angle, due to that the drag and the required net buoyancy of the former are
lower. Furthermore, according to the analysis in Section 3.2.1, the zero-angle-of-attack
glider has a higher efficiency in hybrid-driven mode than in buoyancy-driven mode in this
situation. Therefore, regardless of the driving mode, the zero-angle-of-attack glider always
has a higher sailing efficiency than a traditional glider under given speed at the same glide
angle, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison of the zero-angle-of-attack glider’s sailing efficiency with traditional glider at
the same glide angle.

Driving Mode
Condition Given Net Buoyancy B Given Glide Speed V

Buoyancy-driven mode Equal Higher
Hybrid-driven mode Lower Higher

4. Conclusions

This paper mainly studied the realization conditions of zero angle of attack gliding
and the sailing efficiency of zero-angle-of-attack glider from a theoretical perspective. Due
to the use of a propulsion system, the specific glide angle in buoyancy-driven mode is
expanded to a glide angle range bounded by zero degrees. Compared with the traditional
glider, the zero-angle-of-attack glider has a higher sailing efficiency at the same speed and
glide angle. It is a future plan of our team to develop an engineering prototype and conduct
sea trials. The specific conclusions are summarized as follows.

1. At a given wing installation angle αw, the available glide angle range for a hybrid-

driven glider to achieve zero-angle-of-attack gliding is ξ ∈
[
−arctan X+Yαw

2

Zαw
, 0
]
. In

buoyancy-driven mode, the glide angle corresponding to the wing installation angle
αw is exactly the lower limit of the range. In hybrid-driven mode, the glide angle
range

(
−arctan X+Yαw

2

Zαw
, 0
]

can be achieved by adjusting the thrust.

2. Under given net buoyancy and glide angle, the zero-angle-of-attack glider has a wider
speed range but a lower sailing efficiency in hybrid-driven mode than in buoyancy-
driven mode.

3. Under given speed and glide angle, the zero-angle-of-attack glider has a higher sailing
efficiency in hybrid-driven mode than in buoyancy-driven mode.

4. When the wing installation angle is determined, the zero-angle-of-attack glider will
have a higher sailing efficiency in hybrid-driven mode than in buoyancy-driven mode,
under both given net buoyancy and given speed.
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Appendix A

ξ Glide angle
αw Wing installation angle
B Net buoyancy
L Lift force
D Drag force
V Glide speed

Dw Drag of the wings
Lw Lift of the wings
Dh Drag of the hull
Lh Lift of the hull

Cd0_hull Drag coefficient of the hull
Cd0_wing, Cα

d_wing Drag coefficients of the wing
Cα

l_wing Slope of lift coefficient of the wing
Sw Area of the wings
Sh Cross-sectional area of the hull
ρ Seawater density

κD Drag correction factor
κL Lift correction factor

ξbuo Glide angle in buoyancy-driven mode
ξbuo_lim Limit glide angle in buoyancy-driven mode

T Thrust force
H Working depth
S Horizontal distance in each profile
η1 Efficiency of the propulsion system
η2 Efficiency of the variable buoyancy system

∆VL Buoyancy volume change
W Work done by thrust during the downward process

Wbuo Energy consumption of the variable buoyancy system
eB Energy consumption model including net buoyancy term
eV Energy consumption model including speed term
VA Propeller speed
w Wake fraction
τ Thrust deduction fraction

U1, U2 Voltage
I1, I2 Current
toil Time of oil discharge
t Time of the downward process
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